thermoseal

“The secret to my
perfect home”
Thermoseal Wall Wrap is a protective second skin
that’s wrapped around your house as it’s being built.
TM

TM

Improve
the comfort
and energy
efficiency of
your home

Protect your home with
Thermoseal Wall Wrap
™

Your bricks are a beautiful and
tough exterior, but Wall Wrap
is the hidden second skin
that provides extra protection.
TM

A Protective Second Skin™

DURING BUILDING
Thermoseal Wall Wrap provides a protective weather barrier that shields the house
frame from rain and allows trades to commence internal work before brick walls are
completed.

There’s only one
opportunity to install
Wall Wrap and that’s
during construction.

ONCE YOUR HOME IS COMPLETE
Thermoseal Wall Wrap becomes a protective second skin within your walls, making your
home more comfortable and energy efficient by reducing draughts, limiting moisture
entry and providing a radiant heat barrier when installed adjacent to an air gap.
TM

Reduce draughts. Thermoseal can reduce air infiltration
through the wall frame and around wall insulation batts.
Reducing air infiltration makes a home more comfortable
and helps insulation work more efficiently.
Reduce moisture entry. Thermoseal can reduce moisture
entry through the wall helping prevent structural damage
to the frame and allowing the wall insulation batts to
perform at the specified R-Value rating.
Increases energy efficiency. Thermoseal helps a home
improve its energy efficiency by protecting the wall
insulation batts from draughts and moisture entry. The
overall R-Value rating of a wall can be boosted when
the reflective face of Thermoseal is positioned adjacent
to an air gap. If walls are filled with insulation batts it’s
recommended that Thermoseal Wall Wrap XP is used.
For more information visit bradfordthermoseal.com.au

NEED TO KNOW MORE?
Visit bradfordthermoseal.com.au or contact CSR Bradford on 1300 850 305
Watch the Wall Wrap story on YouTube by searching:
Ask your builder for Thermoseal Wall Wrap
Find us on Facebook by searching: CSR Bradford
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Locked Bag 1345 North Ryde BC NSW 1670
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CSR Bradford is a business division of CSR Building Products Limited ABN 55 008 631 356
The contents of this brochure are copyright protected and may not be reproduced in any form without
prior written consent of CSR Bradford. Recommendations and advice regarding the use of the products
described in this brochure are to be taken as a guide only, and are given without liability on the part of the
company or its employees. We reserve the right to change product specifications without prior notification,
please refer to the CSR Bradford website for the latest revision of this document. The purchaser should
independently determine the suitability of the product for the intended use and application.
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